
Teach all workers to use their SENSES
SAY SOMETHING IF YOU 
• See something
• Smell something
• Hear something
• You have, or others have, symptoms
• Know something that isn’t lawful or safe
• And use your common sense



Evaluate this theatrical scenario
• Company has warehouse for prop/set storage.
• Second floor is rat-infested and safety people cordoned it 

off.
• Workers complained of very strong sewage odor coming 

from the basement room.
• Company safety people sealed the basement room off to 

protect workers from the odor.
• Anyone see anything wrong?



Evaluate a stunt scenario
• Major film company plans shot of stunt diver falling 50+ feet from a 

ship into the water.
• Industry Safety Bulletin on Water Hazards says water must meet 

standards for “recreational full body contact…”   Employer complies 
and does E-coli tests.

• Two samples tested: one a bit over the NYC DOH recreational water 
limit, one well-below the cfu/100ml limit.  Average is well within 
“safe” limits.

• The lab report says the diver should be careful not to ingest the 
water and to wash up after each dive.

• Employer posts the test results, schedules the stunt, and provides 
wash up facilities.         OK??



Information you didn’t have:
• The water was in the Gowanus Canal!
• DOH and ASTDR publications on the Gowanus say:

• …“full body immersion…could harm people’s health.”
• The canal is “heavily contaminated with PCBs, heavy metals, 

pesticides, volatile organic compounds, sewage solids from combined 
sewer overflows, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).”

• This data was sent to all unions and Production.  
• The diver refused job with SAG-AFTRA support.
• Common sense + your nose was all you needed!



Evaluate another water scene shot

• A scene in which actors, including a child, will be wading in water in 
Georgia.  

• There are no factories or farm run off issues and the water quality 
is far better than most recreational water – best I’ve ever seen.

• There are medics on site for the actors as required.
• Anything else you’d like to ask or see before you approve?



You’d like to see the “call sheet”
• Call sheets describe the actions that will be done from 

the script and, yes, the actors will be thrashing 
around in shallow water and maybe even swimming 
further out.

• One of the actors is a child of 9 years.
• There also is a bullet hit planned for the dirt next to 

where an actor will be sitting, and….
• Under “personnel” it lists “two reptile wranglers.”
• Now what do you want to know?



WWII submarine proposed for location
• Access through ports 

and stairs: 
• Noticed “red” tank in 

control room
• Another in engine room



WWII submarine proposed for location – fire 
and safety nightmare:



• Noticed “red” tank in control room
• Another in engine room
IDENTIFICATION OF THE EQUIPMENT
• CO2 Systems suppress fires by displacing 

oxygen content in the air, reducing oxygen  
from 21% to 15%. 

• This CO2 atmosphere is lethal to occupants
• Marine industries: engine rooms, vehicle 

transport areas on cargo vessels, etc. 
REQUIREMENT: written assurance the system 
was no longer operable or charged.

WWII submarine location proposed 



Two SDSs for dust effects were provided for a 
shoot depicting life during the dust bowl
• Shot in New Mexico near Santa Fe
• SDS #1 was for diatomaceous earth which has a long history in film of 

causing severe eye and respiratory irritation.  Production swore it 
would only be used for surface dust effects where air movement 
would not dislodge it

• SDS #2 was determined to be magnesium carbonate with a tiny 
amount of iron oxide for color.  It is only a nuisance dust and the 
standard would be 10 mg/m3 in the air or peak exposure of 40 for 
only seconds. 

• OK to shoot? 



Call sheet:  a 7-year-old minor is involved and:
DESCRIPTIONS OF 4 SHOTS
• Barn exterior, front, fans used only
• Dirt road, front of house, fans, FX dirt
• Field behind barn, fans only used
• Front of barn, fans only used
PROBLEM:  
• Soil in the area is usually high in silica and 
• may contain coccidioidomycosis (valley fever)
SOLUTION:
• Required air wetting down of natural dust prior to shoot,  

monitoring for silica and total dust, warn about valley fever





Evaluate a common film location

• Production proposes to use an abandoned  theater for a shoot 
and these are known to use decorative lead paints.

• Production provides the requires emergency action and fire 
plans and sets up other required basic safety precautions.

• They provide air sampling data from a certified lab showing no 
airborne lead detected.

• OK to shoot?



Never accept air quality tests without 
seeing the place



Unions give 
workers 
courage to 
complain



Use of toxic chemicals: TLV-TWA = 0.005 ppm



Part A that includes the MDI



Same urethane 
chemicals, the two 
components react when 
exposed to air.   Touching 
the finished foam can 
cause the allergy.



Hollywood Reporter, March 17, 2022, on 
Henson Puppet Wranglers



Wrangling: keep all puppets in repair both in 
the shop and on site



Someone took a picture in the shop
• Photos of the Henson Creature Shop examined by THR reveal what 

one freelancer who took the pictures contends is a litany of 
workplace hazards. Industrial-size cans of Barge sit scattered 
throughout the workshop. Gallons of flammable polyester resin used 
in mold-making appear to be stored in damaged, leaking buckets. 
(The person who shot the photos says damaged containers are 
supposed to be disposed of to avoid the accidental mixing of 
chemicals.) Just a few feet away are breaker boxes and a tangle of 
electrical wires.



Caption said “polyester resins.”  What else?



LLead Paints:  Art materials and all other 
paints (metal priming, boat, auto, etc.) 
are exempt from consumer lead laws: 



And arsenic pigments:  ORPIMENT-As2S3

$28.00



And mercury (cinnabar) pigment: HgS



DYES/PIGMENTS AND STARCH  -- DUSTS EFFECTS

HOLI CELEBRATIONS -- Dyyes are hazardous to inhale.
-- SStarch powder can deflagrate.



Google “Taiwan Pool Party Fire”
• It only took a few  

minutes.   
• 15 dead
• 500 injured
• Party organizer 

sentenced to 5 
years

• A year later, many 
victims were still in 
treatmentJune 27, 2015, colored powder was sprayed from a stage 

onto the audience of college-age people dancing in a drained 
swimming pool 





Walnut shell powder 
used for Dust Effect

• Stephen King movie shot at Tulsa 
Convention Center in 2003

• Dollar Loss:$8,000,000
• The center was fully operating 
at the time of the fire.

• Fire Protection Systems: There
was a smoke detection system 
present that operated and
alerted the occupants.

• There was a wet-pipe sprinkler 
system present.

• The system did activate with 
over 30 heads flowing water.

• Three people had burns, one 
smoke inhalation, one injured in 
fall.

• Fire fighters used thermal 
imaging to find fire in the 
dense smoke.      NFPA JOURNAL



CONTRIBUTING 
FACTORS/COMPLICATIONS

• Original reports were that one 
worker was missing.  A primary 
search was initiated but the 
worker was located unharmed. 

• Visibility was zero as 
firefighters attempted an 
initial fire attack. 

• Firefighters were warned 
initially of loose rattlesnakes 
at the movie set. The snakes 
were corralled by an animal 
handler and posed no threat to 
the firefighters.

• WALNUT DUST IS ALSO AN 
ALLERGEN. IN 2017 A CANADIAN 
MAN USING WALNUT SHELL FOR 
ABRASIVE BLASTING DIED FROM 
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCKSHOT SHOWING SIZE OF ARENA WHERE SET WAS BUILT



FIRE DEVELOPMENT on 
Tulsa Center set 

• Heat from a halogen light 
ignited walnut dust used in 
filming a collapse scene in a 
mine for a movie.

• The fire ignited polyurethane 
beams and walls of a cave and
extended to the cave roof.

• A covering over the movie set 
prevented water from the 
sprinkler from reaching the seat 
of the fire

• The sprinkler flow did prevent 
the fire's spread beyond the 
set. NFPA JOURNAL

• LESSON:DON’T SUSPEND 
ORGANIC DUST IN THE AIR



DDeflagration without confinement
slide: Feb 2020 issue of the AIHA Synergist



Film leased building from owners, fire fighter died, 
causes involved set walls and flammable materials



OOrr maybee youu workk 
withh falll protectionn 
&& rigging?



No fall protection, 
gloves, hard hat 
unsecured, etc.

POPULAR MECHANICS
October 2017 issue.
Title: Every Night Perfect
•• “On U2's current tour, each On U2 s current to

show is a feat of show is a feat of show is a feat of
engineering, construction, engineering,engineering, co
and precision

, , co
on–

nstruction, nstononcoco
n–and there can and precisioand precisioononnn nd thnd thananaa

be no mistakes. …”



OOrr aree youu intoo 
ergonomicc 
issues?



Or maybe, like me, you worry about workers 
who are also children.  
• I was probably about 5 when I saw my first dead person
• I saw many injuries and accidents
• I had a few myself.  One of them forced me to leave acrobatics

• So I feel especially good when I can do things to protect child 
performers like I was many years ago in Vaudeville:



WHAT ABOUT KIDS? Film and theater 
standards only apply to ages 18 to 64.



Only rules in the film industry were for 
newborns and infants:

• Bulletin 33: Infant Actors rule
• Infant defined as 15 days to 6 months of age
• Only says Producers “should take steps to prevent 

exposure of the infant”
• After 6 months, adult limits technically apply.



Enter my two Galahads
We went to the GA DOL with a plan

Jim Damis, SAG-AFTRA Dr. Robert Geller



Result: 1st OSHA rule for child actors
• NEW RULES FOR CHILDREN in 

entertainment

• RULE ALSO REQUIRES MONITORING 
with a particle counter to insure levels 
are not exceeded

• Implies holding areas for children must 
be smoke-free or the time spent there 
will count in their time limits

As of 2/3/2020
CHILDREN’S LIMITS

AGE minutes/day
0-2 0
2-9 30
9-16 60
16-18 90

Note: 13 hour days 
are common



Adult and children audiences also breathe these 
effects
.Jutharat Pinyodoonyachet for The New York Times



NEW DATA FROM VAPING:
THE SAME CHEMICALS ARE USED!

LARGE SMOKE MACHINE SMALL SMOKE MACHINE



None of my work would have been any fun 
without my husband Jack, who survived CoV-2

• We tested positive 
early January 2021

• He was 3 months in 
the hospital/rehab

• Discharged to me on 
3 liters of oxygen, 
incontinent, with 
mental status issues.

• A year later he was 
off oxygen, his old 
self, and 95



SShamelesss plug:: Considerr making thee artss yourr specialty

95



I plan to sing again one day and  
hope you can catch my act!



What do I expect YYOU to take away from this?
• I hope you learned that Vaudeville never f’n died.
• I hope you never stop singing or whatever you do 

for love
• I hope you love your job so much that it isn’t work.
• I hope you have found a community, employer, or 

union that enables you to follow the your 
conscience and the precautionary principle.

• I hope you never look at an art studio, TV show, 
movie, or an aging saloon singer in quite the same 
way.  




